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Net LineDancer is a network management tool for VMware, Hyper-V, and Windows Server operating systems that assists you with: * Network Devices Inventory: inventory report of all devices on your network * Network Devices Upgrade: upgrade to latest available version of devices * Network Devices Reset: reset the last known working configuration of devices * Network Devices Setup: set all your devices to a default
configuration * Network Devices Deployment: you can deploy VMware/Hyper-V virtual machines on physical network devices * Network Devices SSH/Telnet: securely login to devices with SSH/Telnet * Network Devices SSH/Telnet Proxy: auto-login to devices with SSH/Telnet Net LineDancer Main Features: * Network Device Inventory: VMWare and Hyper-V network devices inventory and configuration report of devices installed
in the network * Network Device Upgrade: upgrade to the latest available version of devices installed in the network * Network Device Reset: reset last working configuration of devices installed in the network * Network Device Deploy: you can deploy VMware/Hyper-V virtual machines on physical network devices * Network Device SSH/Telnet: securely login to devices with SSH/Telnet * Network Device SSH/Telnet Proxy: auto-

login to devices with SSH/Telnet * Network Device Path Exclusion: view a list of all devices or exclude a specified device from inventory * Network Device Password Change: change password of all devices in the network * Network Device History: history of all network device changes * Network Device Configuration Comparison: view a list of differences between the network devices configurations * Network Device Path Search:
search for devices in the network * Network Device Device Group Search: search for network devices by device group * Network Device Path and Group Inventory: view a list of all devices and their configuration in all device groups installed in the network * Network Device Version Search: search for the last available version of a device * Network Device Device Group Version Search: search for the last available version of a device

group * Network Device Group Version Inventory: view the list of devices in a device group with their last available versions * Network Device Change History: view the list of changes between the network devices in the network * Network Device Maintenance Report: report information about the network devices maintenance * Network Device Policy Violation Report: report violations of network device policy * Network Device
Management Distribution: view the list of devices in the network with their management distribution * Network Device

Net LineDancer Free Download

- Manage device settings and create/modify rules. - Open, read and update configuration parameters for connected devices. - Inventory network devices and get inventory reports for connected devices. - Print reports. - Install and update software/devices. - Search/find network devices and software/devices. - Set up inventory as well as devices. - Quickly review configuration changes, log changes, etc. - Search in all network devices and
software/devices for specific information. - File/URL management/auto-import, export, delete. - Web authentication support. - Password change support. - Connection to various SSH, telnet, HTTP, HTTPS services. - Applet help: Print help on the topics that you want. - New features: New features in the next release. CERTIFICATION: - MCTS Microsoft Certified Technology Specialist: Networking - MCTS: 683045-1005-02. - CCIE
Security - CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #2855): Network Infrastructure (ROUTE): 604485-007. - CCIE Security: CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #2802): Network Security (ROUTE): 604485-006. - CCIE Security: CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #2354): Network Security (ROUTE): 604485-001. - CCIE Security: CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #1357): Network Security (ROUTE): 604485-005. - CCIE Security: CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #1256): Network
Security (ROUTE): 604485-004. - CCIE Security: CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #2456): Network Security (ROUTE): 604485-003. - CCIE Security: CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #1375): Network Security (ROUTE): 604485-002. - CCIE Security: CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #2532): Network Security (ROUTE): 604485-001. - CCIE Security: CCIE ROUTE Exam (IT #1368): Network Security (ROUTE): 604485-004. - CCIE Security: CCIE

ROUTE Exam (IT #2215): Network Security (ROUTE): 604485- 1d6a3396d6
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Net LineDancer 

Net LineDancer is an advanced, yet easy to use NCCM tool that has the role of assisting network administrators with various tasks, such as managing the configuration of the connected network devices like routers, firewalls and switches, for instance. The advantage of the tool stems from the fact that it provides comprehensive inventory reports of both the software and hardware that make the network. In addition to inventory, the
program can also offer valuable information about the infrastructure, such as password changes, configuration comparison and history or any changes that have occurred. A noteworthy feature of the tool is the Smart Bridge – Multi-Tenancy, which enables you to manage the network from a single location, regardless of the number of subnets with overlapping IP spaces. Essentially, network administrators can deploy a Smart Bridge for
each managed network, irrespective of their geographic location, and integrate it into a single core. As far as security is concerned, the program comes with a Terminal Proxy auto-login that ensures a secure authentication into Net LineDancer to SSH/Telnet with automatic login into network devices. Since the Terminal Proxy can capture all activity, logs it with a timestamp and indexes it for search and retrieval, there is no need to
remember tens or hundreds of credentials. ... Net LineDancer is an advanced, yet easy to use NCCM tool that has the role of assisting network administrators with various tasks, such as managing the configuration of the connected network devices like routers, firewalls and switches, for instance. The advantage of the tool stems from the fact that it provides comprehensive inventory reports of both the software and hardware that make
the network. In addition to inventory, the program can also offer valuable information about the infrastructure, such as password changes, configuration comparison and history or any changes that have occurred. A noteworthy feature of the tool is the Smart Bridge – Multi-Tenancy, which enables you to manage the network from a single location, regardless of the number of subnets with overlapping IP spaces. Essentially, network
administrators can deploy a Smart Bridge for each managed network, irrespective of their geographic location, and integrate it into a single core. As far as security is concerned, the program comes with a Terminal Proxy auto-login that ensures a secure authentication into Net LineDancer to SSH/Telnet with automatic login into network devices. Since the Terminal Proxy can capture all activity, logs it with a timestamp and indexes it for
search and retrieval, there is no need to remember tens or hundreds of credentials. Net

What's New in the Net LineDancer?

Net LineDancer provides the whole set of features that network managers need to carry out their daily network management and maintenance. The tool covers the entire network infrastructure and every device that makes it up. - NTP, DHCP, DNS, SMTP servers, web servers, application servers, virtual servers, core routers, firewalls, IDS, BGP. - Active Directory, LDAP, web forms, websites, SSL certificates, SSL certificates per
user, EFS encryption, SSL certificates per user, public key certificates, encryption per user, SSL certificates per user, SSL CA, SSL virtual IP, IPv6, IPv4, public IPv6, private IPv6, IP/MAC address per user, OS user accounts, OS user accounts per group, SSH, Telnet, RDP, PGP, SSH passwords, SSL passwords, AD passwords, LDAP passwords, IPv6 passwords, RDP passwords, SSH keys, RDP keys, SSL keys, OS user accounts per
group, OS user accounts per group per domain, OS user accounts per group per domain per VLAN. - Support for Windows 2003, 2008, 2012, 2014 – Server Core or other varieties. - Remote, local and automated management. - Group management – Search and retrieve for group members in NCCM databases (AD, Active Directory, SQL Server). - Certificate management – Search and retrieve, export, import and delete public and
private certificates. - Network inventory – Gather and store Network Infrastructure parameters and detect changes. - Active directory – Extract, modify, rebuild and restore AD – Import and export AD from and to other sources. - DNS – Collect data from dns configuration & DHCP. - IPv4/IPv6 – Automatic IPv4 and IPv6 address assignment and detection. - IPv4 and IPv6 configuration – Edit, add, delete, modify, import and export
IPv4 and IPv6 configurations, subnets, addresses, zones. - BGP – Export, import, collect, analyze, visualize BGP sessions and routes. - VLAN – Edit and view VLANs, zones, configurations. - Trunking – Manage network trunks. - Routers – Collect information on router interfaces, interfaces per VLAN, netflow, VLANs, SSL, config, protocols, interfaces per VLAN. - Firewall – List, show, enable, disable, enable AS on interfaces, NAT
rules per interface, per VLAN, per zone, per group, per user. - IPS – Collect information about IPS policy, thresholds and counters, user authentication, address aggregation, address masking, tag injection, log analysis. - NAS &
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System Requirements:

Windows OS (8.1, 10, or Windows Server 2016) 1 GB of free RAM 900 MB of free hard disk space 16 GB of free hard disk space A virtual machine or a physical machine running on Microsoft Windows 8.1, Windows 10, or Windows Server 2016. A web browser The current version of the toolkit is available here. SUMMARY The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11-2012 Wireless LAN Medium Access
Control (MAC
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